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About This Game

Featuring stunning graphics and an all-star voice cast, Liz-Arts proudly presents Memory’s Dogma CODE:01, an exhilarating sci-
fi suspense visual novel set in future Japan!

Story

It is the year 2030 A.D. With the recent advancements in information technology and neuroscience in Japan, human memories
can now be saved and recorded via a technology called "e-Memory." Numerous state-operated facilities now exist that will allow

one to communicate with the deceased: the "Connect Center."

College student Kusuhara Hiroki struggles with suicidal impulses after the sudden passing of his close childhood friend,
Mizunashi Sorano. With her memories to last only six days, Kusuhara’s friend Amamiya Kakeru suggests that they attempt to

steal Sorano’s memories from the server in which they are stored. In the midst of this, the pair of friends are suddenly embroiled
in an ongoing conspiracy revolving around a truth that must be kept secret at all costs.

Features:

Multiple Decision Points - Avoid the "bad endings" to reach the truth.

Fully Voiced Japanese Cast- Characters (including the protagonist) are brought to life by a star-studded cast of veteran
Japanese voice actors from the anime industry.
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Full HD Visuals - Enjoy the game’s stunning visuals in Full HD format.

Multiple Languages - Play through the game in either English or Japanese.

Dynamic Cutscenes - Watch as important events unfold with wonderfully dynamic motion-graphic cutscenes.

Voice Cast:

Kusuhara Hiroki (CV: Ishiya Haruki)
Hibike! Euphonium (Tsukamoto Shuuichi)
Azure Striker Gunvolt (Zeno)

Orikasa Reina (CV: Oonishi Saori)
Is it Wrong to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon? (Ais Wallenstein)
Saekano: How to Raise a Boring Girlfriend (Eriri Spencer Sawamura)

Mizunashi Sorano (CV: Satou Satomi)
K-On! (Tainaka Ritsu)
Is the Order a Rabbit? (Chiya Ujimatsu)

Amamiya Kakeru (CV: Horie Shun)
Mayoiga (Hellfire)
THE iDOLM@STER SideM (Pierre)

Kanzaki Haruna (CV: Nakamura Eriko)
THE iDOLM@STER (Amami Haruka)
Hetalia (Belgium)

Kokonoe Akane (CV: Fujita Saki)
WORKING!! (Inami Mahiru)
VOCALOID2 (Hatsune Miku)

Ema (CV: Asakawa Yuu)
Fate/stay night (Rider)
Akame ga Kill! (Leone)

Mizunashi Aoi (CV: Nabatame Hitomi)
Girls und Panzer (Itsumi Erika)
Seiyu's Life! (Shiodome Hikari)

Kozakura Mikoto (CV: Honda Mariko)
Nichijou (Aioi Yuuko)
Student Council's Discretion (Sakurano Kurimu)

- You can view the staff comments on our website.
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Title: Memory's Dogma CODE:01
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Liz-Arts
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian
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I'm so excited that this game exists again! The implementation is clearly a little rough (you can tell right away from the menus),
but the developers seem to have captured everything that was awesome about the original game and added a bunch of great new
content.. I do not recommend it. It is playable, but there is nothing to do. You are going and killing indians. Nothing more.
There are plenty of other better shooters than this.. Alien Hallway offers a different approach to the Tower Defense genre, in
fact it is hard to call it a tower defense game at all as it feels more of a scrolling puzzle which relies on timing more than
strategy.
The graphics are nothing to write home about but the gameplay can be quite absorbing and it is another one of those games
which you find yourself saying "just one more level than I will quit"
Overall an average game, nothing to write home about but enjoyable every now and then. I certainly wouldn't pay full price for
it, maybe wait until it is on offer or in an Indie Bundle of some sort.. What I like:
- The mobility options that you get from the double jumps and slams adds a lot of variety to the gunfights. I am currently using
Athena, and the combinations with her Xiphos and Phalanx skill trees are fun to use. The floatiness can turn off some people,
but there's more verticality to explore during fights.
- The Claptastic DLC has an interesting story and good quests.
- Difficulty progression does not spike as hard as BL2. TVHM and UVHM are manageable immediately as you enter them at
levels 30\/50 respectively.
- Grinder is very useful for cycling through loot. It is also a good money\/moonstone sink.

What I dislike:
- Some of the sidequests are very tedious (collecting items, or traversing long distances). This is a problem when replaying them
in the higher difficulties.
- Grinder interface is awkward to use. It could be better optimized if you could ctrl+click to quickly add items in the bin.
- No fast travel locations in certain spots makes it annoying to do endgame runs.. Really nice camo ! Buy it you won't regret it !
. Trick & Treat is a short but fun little rpg maker game. Okay now for the story.

You play as Amelia a young maid going trick or treating with her mistress, a young witch named Charlotte.
As they walk Charlotte says there is a cursed mansion she would like to go and play treats on, but once there Charlotte runs off
and it\u2019s up to Amelia to find her.

Now what I liked about this game, Story was nice and sweet. That\u2019s all I am saying on that. Liked the cute art and the art
book\/dlc for the games.

Characters were likable and funny. Liked that this game was spooky but not like scary the hell out of you, really this game is for
all ages, and that\u2019s not a bad thing.

Now what I did not like, It was a bit too short; puzzles could be a bit of a pain but really that\u2019s all to me what was wrong
with it.

So I say get this game it\u2019s a classic spooky rpg maker game, with cute art, a nice story, and likable and funny Characters
and its free but I say get the art book\/dlc with it. It gives more insight to the Characters.
. Strawberry Vinegar Full Review
This VN is about a 9 year old girl Rie who meets a \u201cdemon\u201d Licia who is about the same as her age and yes,
she is also from a place called \u201cHell\u201d. The demon says to stay at her home for 6 days (as apparently there is
only 6 days in hell, not 7). They both get to know each other, first they start to hate each other, but later in the VN, they
start to love each other and show affection to each other. I mean, it even gets to the point where you think a Yuri scene
is about to pop up any moment\u2026.I mean there are some that do, so don\u2019t be disappointed (I definitely
bought this for the plot, right?)

Graphics: 9\/10
If you have read the Visual Novels\u2019 Asphyxia and\/or The Sad Story of Emmeline Burns you might be familiar
with the graphics, as they are made by the same people. The artwork really shows bright images of the girls and the
environment they\u2019re in, they did a great job in terms of the visuals in this novel. The drawing of the girls
doesn\u2019t really follow the same \u201canime-like\u201d appearance as other VNs, which felt unique in its own
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way, but it also felt \u201cout of place\u201d for me as I wasn\u2019t quite used to it at the beginning.

But overall it delivers a nice artwork for the characters and the environment, great job on this one.

Storyline: 8\/10
I have already mentioned some of it above. But in terms of \u201cin depth story\u201d it doesn\u2019t go far and long,
in fact this VN has really fast pacing and really quick character development, so if you wanted a long, in depth story
VN, sadly this is not for you. But for the others, it delivers a nice empathises on both of the girls as they go on about
their day. Also, to mention Rie made her first friend EVER! In her life, that is of course the demon she met, who broke
into her home and started eating cookies\u2026well, I guess you can also make friends that way huh, who
would\u2019ve thought.

Overall, the novel shows us a story of two girls who show love and affection to each other as the VN progresses on and
it portrays their everyday life and show their own personal character development.

Sound: 4\/10
Nothing of the amazing to hear in this novel, there is only ever so many soundtracks until you start hearing the same
ones that you heard 2-3 scenes ago. However, some are really nicely done, but I wouldn\u2019t say all of them are of
\u201chigh quality\u201d though. Some of the soundtracks don\u2019t even fit particular scenes, but eh, what can you
do?

Overall, the soundtrack is quite a let-down. It doesn\u2019t offer much for the reader as some don\u2019t even match
the scene.

Gameplay: 9\/10
The VN offers the basic options in the menu which could alterate your VN experience. It at least has the SHIFT + TAB
overlay support which I really liked, but it only worked when you had a high enough frame rate (Between 30-60 FPS),
otherwise it wouldn\u2019t function, or sometimes it would work, but it would lag the game or lag the overlay.

Overall, it only offers basic options and gameplay aspects. But this is enough for this kind of VN.

Price: 10\/10
At \u00a36.99 this is a great price for this VN. Any higher than \u00a310 would not have been worth buying at all. This
is great to see as many VNs of this length are overpriced despite offering the same features, I\u2019ll give this VN full
marks here.

Overall at the price, you get what you pay for, it\u2019s not too low or too high. This is a great price point for this VN.

Conclusion
It is a decent VN with good artworks and a taste of Yuri. That is all I can say for that one. I can only recommend the
VN if you are into fast paced stories, cute girls and VNs in general. This is NOT for the \u201cserious\u201d reader if
you know what I mean.
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I wanted to love this game. I wanted it to be exactly what I was looking for.... then, the ♥♥♥♥er abandoned it.

0/10. This game will never be complete, and any money spent will go to a dishonest developer.. Is real good. This game sorely
needs a VR version.

Sorely.. This game is awsome if you love snowmobiles ... which i do!!

Fabulous sound, great racing feeling with lots of stunts to do ... which I love! It's a solid game for the price.

All in all I think it might be the best snowmobile racing game ever! \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

. This is art, buy it and play it until you bleed. girls punching girls with hats its p good

buy if you like girls with hats punching

help zun and tasofro have a beer
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